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ABSTRACT The revolute joint of the remote center of motion (RCM) mechanism should be operated
within a limited rotation range to ensure patient safety. To achieve this with the conventional revolute joint,
the rotation range was limited with the use of software-based methods. However, to eliminate electrical
malfunction risks, the rotation range should be limited by the mechanism itself. In this study, we design,
analyze, and test a new type of revolute joint for the RCM mechanism. In the proposed mechanism,
a lead-screw-driven linear actuator was applied to implement the rotational motion. The stroke range of
the linear actuator was physically limited. In turn, this limited the rotation range. In addition, the lead-screw-
based mechanism can improve the angular resolution and torque efficiency compared with the conventional
mechanism. We conducted comparative analyses and experiments between the proposed and conventional
revolute joints. Based on these comparisons, it was confirmed that the resolution could be improved by at
least 75 times, and the required motor torque was reduced by approximately 158 times compared with the
conventional mechanism. The proposed revolute joint is the first successful trial based on a lead-screw driven
linear actuator that ensures operation safety and high-torque efficiency compared with previous revolute
joints.

INDEX TERMS Brain stimulation, lead screw, remote center of motion mechanism, revolute joint.

I. INTRODUCTION
The remote center of motion (RCM) mechanism was devel-
oped to guide the orientation of a medical instrument without
position changes to a point at which there is no physical
revolute joint [1]. Using this mechanical feature, the orienta-
tion of the instrument can be manipulated while minimizing
damage at the incision point in minimally invasive surgery
(MISs). The RCM mechanism has the following advantages
compared with a serial robot armwith an increased number of
degrees-of-freedom (DOFs): first, the RCM mechanism has
high reliability in implementing RCM. Given that the move-
ment of the mechanism is mechanically limited to the RCM,
a surgical instrument does not deviate from an incision point
without any software-based assistance. Therefore, the RCM
mechanism can minimize risks from electrical malfunctions
in MISs. In contrast, if an electrical malfunction occurs in
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the serial robot, the RCM cannot be ensured and it may
cause damage to the patient. Second, the RCM mechanism
requires less number of actuators to guide and achieve the
appropriate orientation of the instrument. It allows a robotic
system to have a compact structure and reasonable price.
Third, given that the workspace of the RCM mechanism is
limited to the execution of the necessary movements, the
safety zone needed to prevent collisions between the robot
and medical staff can be minimized. It is a great advantage
considering the fact that the operating room has a confined
space. Therefore, the RCM mechanism has been extensively
applied to medical robots for (among others) laparoscopic,
eye, and brain surgeries [2]–[12].

The RCM mechanism typically has two DOFs for pitch
and roll rotations. Each type of motion is generated by the
corresponding tilting and rotation mechanisms. In the tilt-
ing mechanism, a typical revolute joint cannot be applied
to implement the RCM. Therefore, it should have a dif-
ferent mechanism from the conventional revolute joint.
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Correspondingly, various tilting mechanisms have been
developed [13]. One of the tilting mechanisms, referred to
as the arc-type RCM mechanism, applied an arc-shaped
linkage [3]–[5]. Although the arc-type mechanism has an
intuitive structure for RCM, a backlash between the arc and
spur gears is inevitable. Another common RCM mechanism
is a parallelogram-type RCM mechanism that is composed
of several revolute joints and linkages, including four bar
mechanisms [6]–[8]. Although the effect of the backlash is
relatively small compared with the arc-type mechanism, the
multiple linkages cause large inertial moments and reduce the
mechanical stability. To implement the virtual parallelogram,
a belt-type RCM mechanism was also developed [9], [10].
The belt-driven mechanism has a small structure, but it is not
a suitable structure to withstand a large torque. To achieve
high-angular resolution and stability, a linear actuator-based
RCM mechanism was developed [11], [12]. However, given
that the mechanism operates at low speeds, it is difficult to
use it in surgery where rapid angle changes of the instrument
are needed.

While many research studies have been conducted on the
tilting mechanism, only a few studies have been conducted
on the rotation mechanism pertaining to the RCM. Given that
a physical revolute joint can be used in the rotation mecha-
nism, which is different from the tilting mechanism, a simple
revolute joint that connects the revolute link to the rotary
motor directly has been applied in most rotation mechanisms
[2]–[12]. In some of the RCM mechanisms, the same mech-
anism used for tilting motion has been used for the rotation
mechanism. Yip et al. [14] and Shim et al. [15] respectively
applied the arc-type and the linear-actuator-based mecha-
nisms to both the tilting and rotation mechanisms. Although
these mechanisms can generate RCMwithout a physical joint
on the revolute axis, they have relatively complex structures
and require large footprints. In addition, the RCMmechanism
without a physical joint inevitably has a less pivot precision
than that of the conventional revolute joint.

However, there are also some problems associated with the
use of the conventional revolute joint in the RCMmechanism:
a) first, the rotation range is not limited by this mechanism.
To ensure operation safety, not only the RCM point but also
the rotation range should be mechanically limited. When the
rotation range is greater than±90◦ (where 0◦ is perpendicular
to the surface), a collision between the RCM mechanism
and the patient may occur. In the MIS, the angle limitation
is necessary to minimize damage to the incision site given
that surgical instruments mounted on the RCM mechanism
are inserted through the skin. Although the angle limitation
is resolved using software-based methods, the solution can-
not cope with electrical malfunctions. b) Second, a high-
performance motor is necessary. To precisely manipulate the
orientation of the medical instrument while holding the tilting
mechanism, the rotary motor should have a high resolution
and high torque. As the length or weight of the revolute link
increase, the burden on the motor increases. c) Third, the
motor torque is not used efficiently. When the axis of rotation

FIGURE 1. Configuration of the robotic system used for brain stimulation.

is at a horizontal orientation with respect to the surface, the
load torque increases according to the rotation angle from 0◦

to±90◦. Given that the gear ratio of the motor is constant and
is different from the load torque, the motor should be selected
to withstand the maximum load torque. Although there are
ranges that require smaller torques, the revolute joint operates
with the maximum torque throughout the entire range.

To overcome these limitations, we developed a revolute
mechanism that applied the lead-screw-driven linear actuator.
The objective of the proposed mechanism is to a) mechani-
cally limit the rotation range, b) improve the angular resolu-
tion, and c) reduce the required motor torque. The proposed
mechanism was designed and the design parameters were
organized. To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
mechanism, comparisons between the conventional and the
proposed mechanism were conducted both theoretically and
experimentally.

This study was organized as follows: first, the mechanical
design of the proposed mechanism is presented in section II.
A comparative analysis between the proposed and the con-
ventional mechanisms is conducted in section III. Following
the analysis, prototype experiments and results are presented
in section IV. Finally, the discussion and conclusion are pre-
sented in section V and VI, respectively.

II. LEAD-SCREW-DRIVEN REVOLUTE JOINT
A. DESIGN CONSIDERATION
Our target application of the proposed revolute joint is a
robotic system intended to be used for noninvasive brain
stimulation (NIBS). Given that the robotic system for NIBS
has many advantages, several systems have been developed
[16], [17]. Our robotic system consists of a 2-DOFs RCM
mechanism, a 6-DOFs Stewart platform, and a low-intensity
focused ultrasound (FUS) transducer as shown in Fig. 1.
Using the Stewart platform, high precision and speed can
be ensured. In addition, the small workspace of the Stewart
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FIGURE 2. Concept design of the lead-screw-driven revolute joint.

FIGURE 3. Computer-aided design (CAD) model of the proposed revolute
joint.

platform was supplemented by applying the RCM mecha-
nism. Through the proposed robot configuration, the required
precision and workspace for NIBS can be achieved.

However, in the RCM-mechanism-based robotic system
(see Fig. 1), the load on the revolute joint is very high. Given
that the revolute joint rotates the heavy and long arc mecha-
nism with the Stewart platform and FUS transducer, it should
have a high resolution and high-torque efficiency. In addition,
without imposed restrictions on the rotation range, it is possi-
ble that the patient and the arc link may collide. To overcome
these challenges and apply the mechanism to the brain stim-
ulation robot, we designed a new type of the revolute joint.

B. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The concept design of the proposed revolute joint is described
in Fig. 2. The main components include the linear actuator
that consists of a lead-screw-driven linear guide with a motor
and a physical joint. The motion principle of the mechanism
is to convert linear motion into rotational motion. Although a
physical joint is applied, like the conventional revolute joint,
the torque needed for the rotational motion is generated by
the linear actuator and not by the revolute joint. Based on the

FIGURE 4. Rotational motion from (a) 0◦ to (b) 70◦.

FIGURE 5. Prototype of the proposed revolute joint.

linear-actuator-based revolute mechanism, the rotation range
is mechanically limited as follows,

±θ = tan−1
s
2h

(1)

where s is the stroke of the linear actuator, and h is the height
from the revolute axis to the lead-screw axis. To achieve the
same rotation range on both sides, the revolute joint was
located below the center of the linear actuator.

The target stimulation area of our robotic system is the
motor cortex. The motor cortex is located at approximately
±60◦ in the sagittal plane based on the center of the brain.
To cover the region, the rotation range of the revolute joint
must be greater than±60◦.We chose a rotation range of±70◦

that included a margin of 10◦ on both sides. To achieve this
range, s and h were determined to be 133 mm and 24 mm,
respectively, based on (1). In the selection process of the
above parameters, the sizes of the commercial components
were considered.

Based on these parameters, the proposed revolute joint was
designed as shown in Fig. 3. To change the linear motion to
rotational motion, the block of the lead-screw-driven linear
guide was connected to a revolute link. Given that both the
linear and revolute motion axes were fixed, the distance and
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FIGURE 6. Applied load torque to the motor in the (a) conventional and
(b) proposed revolute joints.

angle changes occurred between the block and the revolute
link during the motion changing process. The length between
the revolute axis and linear guide block as a function of the
angle θ , lθ , can be obtained as follows,

lθ =
h

cosθ
. (2)

When the angle of the revolute joint changes from 0◦ to 70◦,
the length changes from 24 mm to approximately 70 mm.
To cover the linear displacement, we applied another linear
guide with a displacement of approximately 50 mm between
the revolute link and the block. In addition, to compensate for
the angular displacement, a bearing was applied at the linear
guide block. Fig. 4 shows the motion of the proposed revolute
joint. When the block is in the center of the lead-screw-based
linear guide, the angle of the revolute link is 0◦. Based on
the location of the center, the block can move using the same
number of strokes on both sides and will change the rotation
angle by up to ±70◦.

C. MATERIALS
The linear actuator consists of a lead-screw-driven linear
guide (LX1502-B2-N-175, MISUMI Group Inc., Tokyo,
Japan) and a rotary motor (BXTH 3216, FAULHABER
MINIMOTOR SA, Croglio, Switzerland). In addition,
an electromagnetic brake (BXR-020-10LE, MIKIPULLEY
Co., Kawasaki, Japan) was applied between the motor and
lead-screw-driven linear guide as a double safety device. The
brake was actuated by a spring force when there was no
electrical current. Therefore, the angle of the revolute joint
was maintained even if the power was off. With the exception
of commercial products, such as bearings, linear guides, and
pulleys, the remaining parts were machined from aluminum
alloy or stainless steel. Fig. 5 shows the prototype of the
proposed revolute joint.

III. STATIC ANALYSIS
A. ANGULAR RESOLUTION
Given that the revolute link is directly connected to the motor
in the conventional mechanism, the resolution of the conven-
tional joint is the same as the resolution of the motor. Unlike
the conventional joint, the proposed revolute joint has a higher
angular resolution than that of the motor. When the motor
rotates the lead-screw of the linear guide by one circle, the
block of the linear guide translates by a single screw lead.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of the load torque according to the angle.

This changes the angle of the revolute link. Assuming that the
motor resolution is θres.m, the final resolution of the proposed
revolute joint, θres, is obtained as follows,

θres =
θres.m

360
· (tan−1

sc + l
h
− tan−1

sc
h
) (3)

where sc is the current position of the stroke from the center
of the stroke, and l is the lead of the lead-screw-driven linear
guide, which was equal to 2 mm. The angular resolution
became smaller as the rotation angle increased, as indicated
by (3). Compared with the resolution of the motor, the reso-
lution was improved by approximately 75 times at 0◦ and by
approximately 662 times at 70◦. It is related to changes in the
gear ratio and will be covered in section C.

B. LOAD TORQUE
The proposed revolute joint reduces the load torque applied
to the motor compared with the conventional revolute joint.
If the weight of the revolute link is m and the length of the
link from the revolute axis to the center of mass is r , the load
torque in the conventional joint, τc, is expressed as

τc = r · mg · sinθ (4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and θ is the angle of
the revolute joint, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The torque on the
revolute axis was the same in the cases of the conventional
and proposed mechanisms. However, in the proposed revo-
lute joint, the load torque was not applied to the rotational
axis but to the linear actuator. When the torque equilibrium
was achieved in the proposed mechanism (see Fig. 6), the
applied axial load on the linear actuator, Q, can be obtained
as follows,

Q =
τc

h
. (5)

According to the screw mechanics, the load torque
applied to the motor in the proposed revolute joint, τp,
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of the gear ratio as a function of stroke.

is obtained as follows,

τp =
d
2
Q · tan(ρ + α) (6)

where d, ρ, and α, are the diameter, friction angle, and
lead angle of the lead-screw-driven linear guide, which were
approximately 5mm, 5.7◦, and 7.3◦, respectively. The friction
angle was obtained based on the assumption that the coeffi-
cient of friction of the lead screw was equal to 0.1.

With (4–6), the ratio of the applied load torque between the
conventional and the proposed revolute mechanisms can also
be obtained as follows,

τc

τp
=

2h
d · tan(ρ + α)

. (7)

By substituting the actual parameters for all the variables
in (7), it was shown that the applied load torque on the
motor of the proposed mechanism was reduced by approxi-
mately 42 times compared with the conventional mechanism.
Fig. 7 shows both the applied load torques as a function
of the angle. We assumed that the gravitational accelera-
tion, length, and weight of the revolute link were 10 m/s2,
300 mm, and 30 kg, respectively. The blue line refers to the
conventional mechanism, the red line refers to the proposed
mechanism, and the applied load torques are 84.5 Nm and
2.03 Nm at 70◦, respectively.

C. GEAR RATIO
In a cantilever structure, the largest torque is applied to the
motor at the revolute axis when the revolute link is horizontal
to the surface as described in (4). In other words, a smaller
torque is required in all other ranges compared with the
required torque at 90◦. However, given that the conventional
revolute joint has a constant gear ratio, themotor performance
should be determined by the maximum required torque at
the maximum angle. Considering that the difference of the
required torque is large depending on the rotation angle,

the conventional revolution joint is not efficient in terms of
torque.

Through the proposed mechanism, the difference of the
required torque could be mitigated. The angular resolution
of the proposed mechanism becomes smaller according to
the stroke, as shown in (3). When the angle of the revolute
joint increases, it causes the gear ratio to increase. Based
on this effect, the required motor torque that increases as a
function of the angle can be partially reduced. Consequently,
the maximum required motor torque is not applied at 90◦

unlike the conventional revolute joint. (Consequently, the
maximum required motor torque is applied at 35◦ unlike
the conventional revolute joint that the maximum torque is
applied at 90◦) In the rangewherein a small torque is required,
small gear ratios allow relatively fast rotations. In ranges
wherein large torques are required, large gear ratios allow
stable rotation even with relatively small torques. Therefore,
the proposed revolute joint has high efficiency in terms of
torque compared with the conventional joint.

Fig. 8 shows the relationships between the stroke and
gear ratio of the conventional and proposed mechanisms.
To achieve the same gear ratio at the initial position,
we assumed that the conventional mechanisms had the same
gear ratio as that of the proposed mechanism (approximately
equal to 75). While the gear ratio of the conventional joint
was constant, the gear ratio of the proposed joint increased
according to the stroke and became approximately equal
to 662 at the angle of 70◦. The augmentation of the gear ratio
according to the stroke G can be obtained as follows,

G =
tan−1 lh

tan−1
(
sc+l
h

)
−tan−1

( sc
h

) . (8)

The gear ratio at 70◦ is approximately 8.8 times higher than
that at 0◦. In this mechanism, the required motor torque can
be obtained by dividing the load torque by the gear ratio as
follows,

f (sc) =
τp

G
=

r ·mg·d ·tan(ρ+α)
2h · sin

(
tan−1

( sc
h

))
tan−1 lh

tan−1
(
sc+l
h

)
−tan−1( sch )

, (9)

To obtain a minimum torque value that can withstand the
load in all ranges, we should identify the angle at which the
maximum motor torque is required. Applying the derivative
operation on both sides of (9) allows the determination of
the largest motor torque required according to the following
expression,

d
dsc

f (sc) = 0. (10)

Based on (10), the stroke is approximately 16.8 mm.
In other words, when the rotation angle is approximately 35◦,
maximum motor torque is required. The rotation angle, θr,
can be obtained from the current stroke as follows,

θr = tan−1
sc
h

(11)
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FIGURE 9. Experimental setup used for the torque measurements.

FIGURE 10. Torque measurements: applied torque (a) at the conventional
mechanism and (b) at the proposed mechanism.

Owing to the effect of the increasing gear ratio, the required
maximum motor torque is applied when the rotational angle
is approximately 35◦ (not the maximum angle).

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To demonstrate that the proposed revolute joint has a superior
torque efficiency and repeatability, we conducted a series
of comparison experiments between the conventional and
proposed revolute joints. Furthermore, the feasibility of the
proposed joint was verified based on the robotic system used
for brain stimulation.

A. TORQUE MEASUREMENTS
Based on the static analysis, it was confirmed that the pro-
posed revolute joint had high-torque efficiency. First, the
proposed joint mechanically reduced the applied load torque
as described in section III-B. Second, the increasing gear
ratio (as a function of the rotational angle) helps the required
motor torque to be reduced. To quantify the torque efficiency,
we measured and compared the actual load torque applied to
the motor in both the proposed and conventional mechanism
cases.

TABLE 1. Torque measurements.

FIGURE 11. Experimental setup of the angular resolution and
repeatability test.

Fig. 9 shows the experimental setup for the torque
measurement in the proposed joint. A torque sensor
(TRD-50KC, CAS Corporation, Yangju, South Korea) was
installed between the motor and the lead-screw-driven linear
guide. While the revolute link was rotated by increasing the
angle from 0◦ to 70◦ in 5◦ increments, the torques applied
to the motor were measured. Each set was repeated 5 times,
and the measured torques were all the same as shown in
Table 1. In the conventional mechanism, the measured torque
at the rotational axis was the same as the torque applied to
the motor. Therefore, we directly connected the linkage to
the torque sensor and measured the torque. When the angle
of the linkage was 90◦, we measured and estimated the torque
according to the angle with (4). Fig. 10 and Table 1 present
the torque results as a function of the rotational angle. In the
conventional mechanism, the maximum torque was mea-
sured to be 2.326 N·m when the rotational angle was the
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TABLE 2. Angular resolution test results.

TABLE 3. Repeatability test results.

largest. Contrary to these natural phenomena, in the proposed
revolute joint, the maximum torque was measured to be
0.015 N·m at 35◦.

B. ANGULAR RESOLUTION TEST
To determine how much the angular resolution of the pro-
posed mechanism has improved compared with the conven-
tional mechanism, we conducted the angular resolution test,
as shown in Fig. 11. The experimental setup consists of
the proposed revolute joint, digital indicator, and articulating
arm. We used a digital indicator (543-794B, MITUTOYO
Corporation, Sakado, Japan) with a resolution of 1 µm and
repeatability equal to 2 µm. The revolute link was designed
to be contacted with the digital indicator 150 mm away from
the rotational axis. When we rotated the motor by 90◦, the
vertical displacement at the tip was measured with the use of
the digital indicator. Through the measured displacement, the
angular displacement of the proposed mechanism1θp can be
obtained as follows,

1θp = tan−1
dv
lr

(12)

where dv and lr are the vertical displacement and the length
of the revolute link, respectively. Table 2 lists the vertical
displacement, angular displacement, and the rate of increase
of the angular resolution compared to the conventional joint.
The resolution of the conventional revolute joint is equal
to the resolution of the motor. Therefore, we can determine
the improvement of the angular resolution by dividing the

FIGURE 12. Feasibility test of the revolute joint in the brain stimulation
robot.

angular displacement of the motor by the angular displace-
ment of the proposed mechanism. Given that the resolution
varies according to the starting angle as described in (3),
the experiments were conducted on several angles. Based on
the experiment, it was confirmed that the angular resolution
of the proposed mechanism was increased approximately
77.5 times at 0◦ and approximately 743.3 times at 70◦ com-
pared with the conventional mechanism.

C. REPEATABILITY TEST
In the medical robot, repeatability is important and had a
significant impact on surgical outcomes. To confirm that the
proposed revolute joint has a high repeatability, we repeatedly
measured the tip position of the revolute link. The experi-
mental setup was the same as the experimental setup for the
angular resolution test, as shown in Fig. 11. The repeatability
tests were conducted from 0◦ to 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, and 70◦.
The respective reverse direction tests were also conducted.
Each set was repeated 30 times, and the results are listed in
Table 3. We assessed the repeatability based on the standard
deviation of the repeated positions. The repeatability was
similar in all ranges and averaged approximately 1.43 µm.
In addition, we evaluated the repeatability performance based
on the coefficient of variation (CV) [18]. The CV of the
proposed revolute joint varied from 0.022 % to 0.002 % and
was obtained by dividing the standard deviation and the mean
distance.

D. FEASIBILITY TEST
To verify the feasibility of the proposed revolute joint,
we applied the mechanism to the robotic system for brain
stimulation. The configuration of the robotic system was the
same as that described in Fig. 1. The arc guide had a radius
of 300 mm and a weight of approximately 10 kg, including
the end effector. Using the proposed mechanism, a rotation
test was performed from −60◦ to 60◦ as shown in Fig. 12.
According to the test, it was confirmed that the proposed rev-
olute joint can rotate the long arc part with a low-performance
motor in a stable manner. The motor generates a continuous
torque of 3 Nm, which is smaller than the required motor
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torque for the arc rotation. It was also confirmed that the angle
of the arc part could be maintained at any angle through the
electromagnetic brake with the use of a stop torque of only
0.14 Nm.

V. DISCUSSION
The proposed revolute joint was developed, analyzed, and
tested. The proposedmechanism intended to limit the rotation
range based on the use of a lead-screw-driven linear actuator
so that the operation safety could be ensured. In addition,
higher resolution and torque outputs were achieved compared
with the conventional revolute joint, so that the precision and
economics were improved. However, the following limita-
tions existed: first, the proposed mechanism required more
space than the conventional one. Both the revolute joint
and long-lead-screw-driven linear guide were necessary in
the proposed mechanism. Second, the rotation range cannot
exceed ±90◦, as described in (1). Third, the rotational speed
was nonlinearly changedwhen themotor was rotated at a con-
stant speed. Given that the gear ratio increases as described
in (8), the rotational speed decreases as a function of the
angle. Fourth, the rotational speed was relatively slow owing
to the high resolution.

However, these limitations do not constitute a significant
problem for the application of the RCM mechanism, partic-
ularly in the case of the brain stimulation robot. First, given
that the revolute joint was generally located on the base in
the RCMmechanism, it was relatively less constrained by the
volume of the mechanism. Second, given the characteristics
of the RCM mechanism—that was inserted in the body and
adjusted the orientation—the rotation range should be less
than ±90◦. Moreover, given that our target lesion of the
brain stimulation was the motor cortex within the range of
±60◦, it can be covered by the proposed mechanism. Third,
the precise rotation was more important than the constant
rotational speed in the medical robot. Furthermore, it is also
possible to rotate the revolute link at a constant speed by
adjusting the rotational speed of the linear actuator with (1).
Fourth, given that the revolute joint should rotate the heavy
and long arc mechanism with the end-effector, it should
develop high-resolution and high-torque efficiency rather
than achieve increased rotational speed. However, through
the Stewart-platform-based end-effector, it was possible to
respond quickly to unintended motions of the patient. Fur-
thermore, given that the gear ratio of the proposedmechanism
changed as a function of the rotation angle, it rotated faster
with a lower gear ratio in ranges where smaller torques were
required. In the conventional revolute joint, which had an
actuator with a constant gear ratio, the rotation must span
the entire range with a high gear ratio that can withstand the
maximum torque.

Based on the torque experiment in section IV-A, it was
shown that the proposed mechanism reduced the maximum
load torque by approximately 158 times compared with the
conventional mechanism. Based on the static analysis in

section III, the load torque of the proposed mechanism at 35◦

was theoretically reduced by approximately 107 times com-
pared with the load torque of the conventional mechanism
at 70◦. This difference may occur owing to the coefficient of
friction attributed to the lead screw. Because it is difficult to
know the exact value, we assumed that the coefficient was 0.1.
However, it was confirmed that the applied load torque had a
maximum value at approximately 35◦, both theoretically and
experimentally.

To verify that the proposed revolute joint had a higher
mechanical precision compared with the conventional joint,
we conducted the angular resolution and repeatability test in
section IV (subsections B and C, respectively). In the angular
resolution test, we obtained a slightly higher precise reso-
lution than what was analyzed in section III-A. To measure
the vertical displacement of the revolute link, we located
the digital indicator with the use of a protractor. However,
it was difficult tomeasure the complete vertical displacement,
which led to smaller displacement measurements compared
with the actual displacements. This may be one of the main
reasons why the measured angular resolution was higher than
the theoretical value. However, it was confirmed that the
angular resolution was significantly improved compared with
the conventional mechanism and was additionally improved
according to the rotational angle.

In the repeatability test, the repeated position errors in all
ranges were within the precision margin of the digital indica-
tor (< 2 µm). In the conventional mechanism, the repeated
position error generally increased according to the range of
the movement. However, given the angular resolution of the
proposed mechanism decreased according to the rotational
angle, the error might be maintained at a similar level. This
can be also confirmed by the CV values, which decreased
according to the rotation range. The high repeatability of the
proposed mechanism offers a significant advantage in the
brain stimulation robot that needs to stimulate accurately and
precisely at the same position in a repeated manner.

VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a lead-screw-driven revolute joint for the RCM
mechanism, and have achieved significant advantages for
the brain stimulation with the cantilever structures. First, the
limited rotation range eliminated the risk of collision between
the patient and the robot. Second, the angular resolution
and repeatability was improved compared with conventional
revolute joint. Third, the required motor torque was also
significantly reduced owing to the effects of the changing
gear ratio.

Considering that the proposed revolute joint ensured the
operation safety and significantly reduced the required per-
formance of the motor, it was expected that our mechanism
could be applied to several medical robots with a reasonable
price. In addition, the proposed revolute joint can be applied
to not only the RCMmechanism, but also the general revolute
joint that requires increased precision and stability.
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